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About This Game

Collide is a sliding puzzle game. As an orange square, players must collect all of the coins on each map then slide to the finish,
using as few moves as possible. Use WASD or the arrow keys to move around the map.

Play through the easy, medium, and hard campaigns. Each has 25 different levels of progressing difficulty. Unlock the different
campaigns by beating at least 15 of the previous campaign's maps.
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Once you've beaten all of the campaign levels, try to earn or beat par. Also, as you play, you'll earn achievements. Try to earn all
100 and their corresponding rewards (they're not all for bragging rights).

Earning achievements can unlock 10 different skins for the game.

Players can also create and share their own maps. Using the in-game Level Editor, players can create unique maps and share the
levels with friends.
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As you create your own levels, try sharing them with other skilled players to see what "par" really is for each of your puzzles.

"Get from point A to B then C. Wait, isn't D next? No, that's a trap. It must be E. Alright, now how do I get from here to the
finish?"
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Title: Collide
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Brandon Slade, Braden Van Wagenen
Publisher:
Miniwit Studios
Release Date: 14 Mar, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Pentium 4 or later

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Storage: 512 MB available space

English
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Snake style game by design with some average graphics. Worth a playthrough once while waiting for queue times in other
games.. I really appreciate the idea behind this game.
As someone who actually is involved with software programming in their daily life I can say that thanks to the code being so
simplistic, you don\u2019t need any previous experience.
The game (thank god) requires no mechanical skill from you and despite the levels looking similar the challenges are fun and
different almost every time.
There is a potential for replayability in the campaign, however I enjoyed the versus mode the most.
Although it was intended to play against a friend I found it equally as fun to put two of my programs against each other just to
test which would win more.

I can\u2019t wait to see how this game will develop and what new features will be added...
. Terrible, don't buy.. Firstly, let me profusely apologize for it taking me SO long to review this masterpiece. Secondly, if you
haven't purchased this game and played it yet, WHAT ARE YOU DOING WITH YOUR LIFE?! (I mean that question out of
love, I swear...but what the hell are you doing with your life?!) The game was short and sweet, and by sweet, I mean in your face
with the wonderful laughs. I had the absolute pleasure of streaming this game and I was in tears laughing the entire time.
Crankage, you are, without a doubt, a genius and I cannot wait to play your other games. All the success to you and your team!
<3. This game is very, very good. It's hard but fair and as you progress and get better at fighting you enjoy it more and more.
You improve your stats and gear through unlocks you find and "experience points" you gain, but really it is your own skill
improving as you play that makes the biggest difference. The artwork, enemies and music is superb - really makes an awesome
atmosphere. The lore is mysterious and epic, controls are responsive and fluent (on keyboard, I have not tried with a controller).

I'd recommend it to anyone who likes these types of games - hard but fair and little to no hand-holding.. It is hard to begin
where this game just lets me down, if it were not 2.99 I'd have never have tried it(yay sale) and even then I wish I could get my
money back. What we have is a poor man's dystopian FPS that feels like it tried to cash in on COD, with a plot so thin you can
see through it, and gameplay I'd attribute to a game 10 years in the past during the PS2 and 1 era. It is very obvious out the gate
the devs wanted you to do multi player and the "Story" mode was just a 4 hour time wasintg tutorial with lackluster characters
you can never identify with let alone like.

The final straw for me however, was the lousy bugs as well as the AEGIS physics engine bug that requires you to roll back your
drivers if using anything beyond and 8600.

Overall, i'd not wish this game on anyone, if you truly need the FPS, war is hell feel, wait for Call fo Duty to go on sale or some
such.
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La Peri is a beautiful story with great visuals and it is very unique as VR titles go. Bravo!. Note that this review is for the non-
VR experience.

I had high hopes for this game but in the end I came away disappointed. The problem is, it just isn't overly scary. Sure they get
the odd decent jumpscare in but a good horror game should have you dreading the next step forward. Not so in this case. I think
a lot of it comes down to how overall rough and janky the game is. I'm aware it's done by a relatively small team, but you can't
excuse some of the design choices here or the level of polish.
The level design is ponderous and uninspired, and is reused often enough as you revisit some areas more than once. By and large
you going down one long corridor after another, punctuated with the odd toilet or two.
Control is horrible. Granted they may have had their focus on VR but it's like they didn't playtest desktop at all. Even on max
sensitivity, the mouse aim is the slowest I've ever seen. Coupled with that, sometimes the game will instantaneously adjust your
view when you reach a certain spot which is incredibly disorientating, and you spend the entirety of the game battling with the
camera. I've never had to take a break in such a short game to rest my arms. The run speed of your character is also
unnecessarily slow, and I think they slow it down further to farcical levels towards the end, where it's barely discernible that
you're not walking. It just ends up ridiculous, you're in a situation where anyone would have a bit of haste about them and you
end up strolling along as if you haven't a care in the world. And early on in the game when you're in a chase situation, they
added quicktime events to automatically open doors you encounter, instead of the amnesia-style click-and-drag approach to door
opening which you do at other times. I never thought I'd say that QTE actually improved the game, but it really did in this case.
But then, for some reason, half way through they go "feck it, you're on your own" and in all chase sequences from then on you
have to manually open doors which is an awful handling.
The story is typical asian horror, so off-the-wall bonkers. So I'll say no more there, except that you control 3 characters
throughout, with your viewpoints switching between chapters, which only adds to the confusion. And there are times where you
will suddenly get objectives like "find and burn all seals" with no indication of how your character got this idea or why they
think it would help. It's like they just felt they needed more gamey "find and collect all the doo-dads" elements included.
Graphics are pretty dated, and their animation of characters is pretty average too.
Sound is hit or miss, mainly the later. There are some effective scare noises, but sometimes they just throw out a jump-scare-
like sound with nothing coming with it to try and keep you on your toes and it just has the opposite effect and desensitises you.
The voice actors are terribly cast. These are supposed to be thai schoolgirls, and one of them sounds like a scottish lassie. The
voice acting themselves is competent enough by and large, just woefully out of place and immersion breaking.
It takes about just over 3 hours for a thorough runthrough. And even at half price I felt I didn't get my money's worth.. The
music was really good and the story was interesting enough to keep me hooked, but there is just way too much problems with
that game for me to reccomend it.
If you buy that game, buy it on sale because it is an unfinished product.

There is a lot of bugs and some of them are gamebreaking.

-You can fall trough the floor in one of the levels.
-Sometimes objects you are holding will glitch out of youre hands.
-Sometimes you won't be able to go farther because the game won't let you go and you will have no choice but to quit
and charge a checkpoint.

The game lack a lot of polish.

-Enemys will appear in youre face out of nowhere.
-The AI is brainless.
-Moving with objects in my hands really didn't feel natural, like they were hold back by an invisible force.

The combat is extremly repetitive and I have some issues with it.

-You can hit enemys with objects but can't do hand to hand combat, except tearing people apart and it will be the way
you will kill 99% of the time.
- If I hold an object, it isn't in my hand, it is just floating near my hand and it really doesn't feel natural.

Edit : I corrected some spelling errors.
I just finished the game and let me tell you the final boss is incredibly underwelming, both in difficulty and in design..
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It was a dissapointing start when I realized Dynasty Feud wasn\u00b4t exactly a brawler but a team based mini
fighting game, but once you get in you cannot stop playing. I played for more than 30 minutes to feel confortable with
all at least four characters of the same dynasty :)
All dynasties are not available from the beginning, but it\u00b4s about playing and winning matches and after playing
more than an hour I unlocked almost all of them.
Losing a character unfairly or just a second after respawning may be frustrating, but this is also what makes Dynasty
Feud different and a real challenge.
Some online matches with 4 dynasties playing are lagged and sometimes unplayable, but in general I was able to play
correctly.
Awesome music and art style!
. love this game a level up system would be awesome as well. Protagonist is simply too perverted. It ruins many of the
scenes in the game.
Granted, the time traveling Miki is an awesome plot twist I haven't ever seen before, but the protagonist kinda ruins
most of the game.. For a quick gameplay review here's a video. https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=JjGOc7AbnNY To be
honest i really like the game its entertaining and usually i dont like games like this. But this game had depth, intresting settigns,
and enough clues for you to figure things out without babysitting you every step of the way. However theresa few glitchy bugs
here and there and the interface when respawning could be a little easier but other than that im enjoying it.. An excellent
addictive clicker game. I use it for practicing my click speed & accuracy!. It works great and it has very clean simple ui. I hope
it will have features and tips that will update and tweak the performance of my cpu too run smoothly in the future.. i liked it it
was fun and had some good music
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